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George Bernard Shaw was an Irish playwright, critic and political activist. Born in 1856, 

Shaw moved to London in 1876 and struggled to establish himself as a literary person. By 

mid 1880s he had become a notable theatre person and music critic. Following a political 

awakening, Shaw joined the Fabian Society and became its most prominent pamphleteer. 

However his first public success came with Arms and the Man in 1894. Influenced by Henrik 

Ibsen, Shaw sought to introduce a new realism into English language drama, using his plays 

as vehicles to disseminate his political, social and religious ideas. He wrote more than sixty 

on various subjects and in 1925 was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature. 

Arms and the Man- Plot Overview. 

The play is divided into three acts. Act I begins in the bedroom of Raina Petkoff in a 

Bulgarian town in 1885, during the Serbo-Bulgarian War. As the play opens, Catherine 

Petkoff and her daughter, Raina, have just heard that the Bulgarians have scored a 

tremendous victory in a cavalry charge led by Raina's fiancé, Major Sergius Saranoff, who is 

in the same regiment as Raina's father, Major Paul Petkoff. Raina is so impressed with the 

noble deeds of her fiancé that she fears that she might never be able to live up to his nobility. 

At this very moment, the maid, Louka, rushes in with the news that the Serbs are being 

chased through the streets and that it is necessary to lock up the house and all of the windows. 

Raina promises to do so later and Louka leaves. But as Raina is reading in bed, shots are 

heard, there is a noise at the balcony window, and a bedraggled enemy soldier with a gun 

appears and threatens to kill her if she makes a sound. After the soldier and Raina exchange 

some words, Louka calls from outside the door; she says that several soldiers want to search 

the house and investigate a report that an enemy Serbian soldier was seen climbing her 

balcony. When Raina hears the news, she turns to the soldier. He says that he is prepared to 

die, but he certainly plans to kill a few Bulgarian soldiers in her bedroom before he dies. 

Thus, Raina impetuously decides to hide him. The soldiers investigate, find no one, and 

leave. Raina then calls the man out from hiding; she nervously and absentmindedly sits on his 

gun, but she learns that it is not loaded; the soldier carries no cartridges. He explains that 

instead of carrying bullets, he always carries chocolates into battle. Furthermore, he is not an 



enemy; he is a Swiss, a professional soldier hired by Serbia. Raina gives him the last of her 

chocolate creams, which he devours, maintaining that she has indeed saved his life. Now that 

the Bulgarian soldiers are gone, Raina wants the "chocolate cream soldier" (as she calls him) 

to climb back down the drainpipe, but he refuses to; whereas he could climb up, he hasn't the 

strength to climb down. When Raina goes after her mother to help, the "chocolate cream 

soldier" crawls into Raina's bed and falls instantly asleep. In fact, when they re-enter, he is 

sleeping so soundly that they cannot awaken him. 

Act II begins four months later in the garden of Major Petkoff's house. The middle-aged 

servant Nicola is lecturing Louka on the importance of having proper respect for the upper 

class, but Louka has too independent a soul to ever be a "proper" servant. She has higher 

plans for herself than to marry someone like Nicola, who, she insists, has the "soul of a 

servant." Major Petkoff arrives home from the war, and his wife Catherine greets him with 

two bits of information: she suggests that Bulgaria should have annexed Serbia, and she tells 

him that she has had an electric bell installed in the library. Major Sergius Saranoff, Raina's 

fiancé and leader of the successful cavalry charge, arrives, and in the course of discussing the 

end of the war, he and Major Petkoff recount the now-famous story of how a Swiss soldier 

escaped by climbing up a balcony and into the bedroom of a noble Bulgarian woman. The 

women are shocked that such a crude story would be told in front of them. When the Petkoffs 

go into the house, Raina and Sergius discuss their love for one another, and Raina 

romantically declares that the two of them have found a "higher love." 

When Raina goes to get her hat so that they can go for a walk, Louka comes in, and Sergius 

asks if she knows how tiring it is to be involved with a "higher love." Then he immediately 

tries to embrace the attractive maid. Since he is being so blatantly familiar, Louka declares 

that Miss Raina is no better than she; Raina, she says, has been having an affair while Sergius 

was away, but she refuses to tell Sergius who Raina's lover is, even though Sergius accidently 

bruises Louka's arm while trying to wrest a confession from her. When he apologizes, Louka 

insists that he kiss her arm, but Sergius refuses and, at that moment, Raina re-enters. Sergius 

is then called away, and Catherine enters. The two ladies discuss how incensed they both are 

that Sergius related the tale about the escaping soldier. Raina, however, doesn't care if 

Sergius hears about it; she is tired of his stiff propriety. At that moment, Louka announces the 

presence of a Swiss officer with a carpetbag, calling for the lady of the house. His name is 

Captain Bluntschli. Instantly, they both know he is the "chocolate cream soldier" who is 



returning the Major's old coat that they disguised him in. As they make rapid, desperate plans 

to send him away, Major Petkoff hails Bluntschli and greets him warmly as the person who 

aided them in the final negotiations of the war; the old Major insists that Bluntschli must be 

their houseguest until he has to return to Switzerland. 

Act III begins shortly after lunch and takes place in the library. Captain Bluntschli is 

attending to a large amount of confusing paperwork in a very efficient manner, while Sergius 

and Major Petkoff merely observe. Major Petkoff complains about a favourite old coat being 

lost, but at that moment Catherine rings the new library bell, sends Nicola after the coat, and 

astounds the Major by thus retrieving his lost coat. When Raina and Bluntschli are left alone, 

she compliments him on his looking so handsome now that he is washed and brushed. Then 

she assumes a high and noble tone and chides him concerning certain stories which he has 

told and the fact that she has had to lie for him. Bluntschli laughs at her "noble attitude" and 

says that he is pleased with her demeanour. Raina is amused; she says that Bluntschli is the 

first person to ever see through her pretensions, but she is perplexed that he didn't feel into 

the pockets of the old coat which she lent him; she had placed a photo of herself there with 

the inscription "To my Chocolate Cream Soldier." At this moment, a telegram is brought to 

Bluntschli relating the death of his father and the necessity of his coming home immediately 

to make arrangements for the six hotels that he has inherited. As Raina and Bluntschli leave 

the room, Louka comes in wearing her sleeve in a ridiculous fashion so that her bruise will be 

obvious. Sergius enters and asks if he can cure it now with a kiss. Louka questions his true 

bravery; she wonders if he has the courage to marry a woman who is socially beneath him, 

even if he loved the woman. Sergius asserts that he would, but he is now engaged to a girl so 

noble that all such talk is absurd. Louka then lets him know that Bluntschli is his rival and 

that Raina will marry the Swiss soldier. Sergius is incensed. He sees Bluntschli and 

immediately challenges him to a duel; then he retracts when Raina comes in and accuses him 

of making love to Louka merely to spy on her and Bluntschli. As they are arguing, Bluntschli 

asks for Louka, who has been eavesdropping at the door. She is brought in, Sergius 

apologizes to her, kisses her hand, and thus they become engaged. Bluntschli asks permission 

to become a suitor for Raina's hand, and when he lists all of the possessions which he has 

(200 horses, 9600 pairs of sheets, ten thousand knives and forks, etc.), permission for the 

marriage is granted, and Bluntschli says that he will return in two weeks to marry Raina. 

Succumbing with pleasure, Raina gives a loving smile to her "chocolate cream soldier." 



 

 

Arms and the Man—A Critical Analysis. 

Arms and the Man is a romantic comedy that centres on the “clash of ignorance and 

knowledge”; the play pits realism against the romantic ideas and delusions that surround the 

topics of love and war. In Act I the practical Swiss mercenary, later identified as Captain 

Bluntschli, represents knowledge and realism. Bluntschli has little regard for heroic 

conventions that might call for daring cavalry charges or willingness to face death with ease. 

He understands that when fighting multi-day battles food rations can be more important and 

effective at ensuring survival than weapons. He has no romantic or nationalistic notions of 

honour and glory in battle; he approaches soldiering as an accountant might approach 

accounting, simply as a profession. Though Bernard Shaw satirizes romanticized notions of 

war, he retains respect for war itself; Bluntschli, a professional soldier, and is perhaps the 

play’s most grounded and competent character. 

Bluntschli’s knowledge quickly collides with Raina’s romantic delusions. When Raina 

rapturously asks about the “great” cavalry charge, he explains that Sergius’ grand military 

gesture was unprofessional and would have ended in slaughter if not for dumb luck. He 

disabuses her of the notion that real soldiers never tire, never hunger and never fear. After 36 

hours without sleeping and 72 hours of being under fire, Bluntschli is exhausted, famished, 

and understandably apprehensive. 

Though Bluntschli manages to complicate Raina’s understanding he does not yet dispel her 

delusions, which are deeply rooted. Raina imagines war to be a stage for grand gestures of 

bravery and honour. Her ecstasy at hearing of Sergius’ charge is so exaggerated as to be 

comical. When confronted with Bluntschli’s pragmatic approach to war she is appalled and 

thinks him a coward unfit for battle. Her approach to love is similarly theatrical and 

ludicrous: she holds Sergius’ picture above her like “a priestess”, worshiping at an altar of 

love. 

Yet the first act hints that this romanticism is a veneer and Raina’s true views are more 

complicated. Her romantic posturing is self-conscious, as when she stands on the balcony at 

the very beginning of the play. Moreover, she reveals that she had serious doubts about 



Sergius’ participation in war, as she was worried that their grand ideals were nothing more 

than a fantasy absorbed from poetry and operas. Raina is also the only woman in the play to 

acknowledge and be concerned about the violence and cruelty of war. This impulse leads her 

to protect Bluntschli. Finally she has some attraction for the practical, even if unheroic, 

Bluntschli, showing her affection when she calls him a “poor dear” after he finally passes out. 

The play effectively mocks Raina’s class pretensions, which seem to spring from the same 

source as her romantic delusions. Raina imagines a world filled with dashing soldiers, pure 

ladies and elegant nobles. She strives to emulate the wealthy nobility in the fiction she 

consumes, as when she decides to harbour Captain Bluntschli after remembering an opera in 

which a noble family protects a fugitive. Yet Raina’s aspirations are ridiculous. She wears fur 

coats that cost more than all her furniture; she proudly calls a room with a single bookshelf a 

library; and she decorates with cheap Viennese furnishings. Likewise, Catherine insists on 

wearing tea gowns and adopting other habits of the upper Western classes. 

Chocolate serves as an enduring and complex symbol throughout Arms and the Man. When 

first introduced it serves as a symbol of Captain Bluntschli’s pragmatism and disdain for 

romanticism. Instead of carrying his cartridges, which are later revealed to be useless as they 

are the incorrect size, the Swiss mercenary carries chocolate. During this time period, soldiers 

often carried chocolate with low milk content as rations; such chocolate rarely spoiled, even 

in humid conditions, and could provide a significant amount of calories, even in small 

portions. Some readers may, like Raina, incorrectly assume Bluntschli was carrying sweets or 

other luxurious treats. The chocolate the soldiers carried was dry, gritty and brittle; it was not 

an indulgence, but a practical ration for the field. 

In contrast, Raina has a box of chocolate creams, luxurious confectionary treats that spoiled 

quickly and were above the reach of most lower and middle class citizens. In this form, 

chocolate represents Raina’s romantic and impractical notions. Bluntschli gratefully devours 

the chocolate creams, but out of very practical hunger, not out of any desire for indulgence. 

In her ignorance about the use of chocolate as field rations, Raina misunderstands 

Bluntschli’s real purpose in keeping chocolate in his cartridge boxes, viewing him as 

ridiculous and naming him a “chocolate cream soldier”. Yet Bluntschli is the most practical 

and professional soldier depicted in the play. 

The title of Arms and the Man is a reference to the first line of Virgil’s Aeneid, a Latin epic 

poem describing the journey and heroics of Aeneas. The poem begins by announcing that it 



will sing of arms and the man and continues to celebrate the glorious story of Aeneas. George 

Bernard Shaw satirizes the poem by mirroring it throughout his play. At every opportunity 

Shaw reflects the Aeneid and then effectively undercuts it. Aeneas, an extremely handsome 

man, arrives as a fugitive at his future wife Dido’s magnificent and opulent home, having 

been driven inland by a sea storm. When soldiers from an opposing force come looking for 

him, Aeneas uses supernatural means to stay hidden within a cloud; his deception is flawless. 

Comparatively, Bluntschli, an average looking man, arrives at a house whose greatest claim 

to local fame is having an indoor staircase. He is in the middle of actively fleeing from battle. 

When the Bulgarians come to search for him, he is left to lamely hide behind a curtain and 

even forgets his pistol in plain sight. By diminishing all the heroic aspects of Aeneas’ story, 

Shaw effectively satirizes it and its predilection for romanticizing war and worshipping 

heroes. 

Act II introduces the reader to Sergius, who matches Raina in terms of romantic delusions. 

The couple sing each other’s praises in ridiculous and reverential tones and Sergius clings to 

the ideal of a heroic and brave soldier, despising the detached professionalism he encountered 

during the campaign. In his mind the true measure of a soldier should still be honour or 

bravery, not necessarily success or efficiency. He also shares his fiancée’s habit of self-

conscious posturing. Like Raina at the opening of the play, he poses in the garden, trying to 

strike a deliberately heroic stance. 

Yet Sergius also exhibits Raina’s creeping disillusionment with romanticism. War has made 

him cynical and pushes him to question whether his ideals of bravery have any place in 

reality. He admits to Louka that the “higher love” he has with Raina is exhausting, all while 

embracing her and attempting to kiss her. During her argument with Catherine, Raina also 

admits that she finds her fiancé’s moral pretensions exhausting and wishes to shock Sergius’ 

faux propriety. Raina and Sergius’ romantic act leaves them both tired and stressed, creating 

an opening for the end of their engagement. 

The second act also introduces Major Petkoff, a bumbling figure whose ignorance underlies 

many of the play’s more farcical moments. His blustering rebuke of Nicola reflects this 

pattern; his ignorance of the meaning of his daughter’s comment about the chocolate cream 

soldier paired with his ignorance of his wife’s secret directives, lead to one of the act’s 

humorous moments. His lack of knowledge is also highlighted when he attributes a sore 

throat to too much bathing and proves unable to organize simple troop movements. 



Together Major Petkoff and Sergius work to prove Captain Bluntschli’s remark that “nine 

soldiers out of ten are born fools”. The Captain represents an exception. He is the tenth 

soldier: competent, realistic, professional. On the contrary, Major Petkoff and Major Sergius 

Saranoff are common fools. Though they outrank the Captain they must beg for his help in 

arranging troop movements, as they do not understand the logistics of warfare. Major Petkoff 

plays the fool during the play’s second and third acts and Sergius is filled with ridiculous 

romantic bluster that isn’t deflated until the play’s end. These are very different depictions of 

a soldier from the efficient and professional portrait of Bluntschli in the first act. 

Louka proves a perceptive witness to and commentator on Sergius’ hypocrisy. Using nothing 

more than a sharp tongue, she successfully dresses down and manipulates the higher-born 

Sergius throughout the second act. Louka, who is deeply unhappy with the limits of her 

socio-economic position, shows that “gentlefolk” are neither particularly clever, nor 

particularly virtuous, despite their pretensions. Sergius’ biting comment about Louka having 

the “soul of a servant” echoes an earlier barb the maid lobs at Nicola. Yet the play seems to 

undermine any of the ideas that the soul of a servant is something to be despised. Nicola’s 

admittedly deferential manner speaks to his thorough pragmatism and Louka’s sharp wit and 

perception speak to her realism. Both servants cut much more flattering figures than either 

Major Petkoff or Sergius, both foolish members of the upper class. 

The Petkoffs continue to show their class pretensions throughout the second act. The Major is 

filled with pride and repeatedly mentions his personal library, which the third act will reveal 

is nothing more than a room with a bookshelf. Catherine installs an electric bell in the so-

called library because she has the vague notion that civilized people use them. Raina 

carefully dresses in the latest fashion of the previous year. These airs are repeatedly the 

objects of the play’s cutting humour. When the Petkoffs are more humble, Shaw is much 

kinder to them: he generously describes Catherine’s beauty when she emerges dressed in her 

traditional house clothes, but ridicules her pretensions when she appears in an occidental tea 

gown in the first act. 

The second act pulls away from the parallelism with the Aeneid displayed in the first. In 

Virgil’s epic poem Dido’s husband is only a dead memory. Shaw brings the dead to life in his 

interpretation: Raina’s fiancé returns miraculously unharmed from war. This allows Shaw to 

create two couples - Raina and Bluntschli, and Sergius and Louka - where the original poem 

has only one. Yet Shaw continues to satirize the glorification of war embodied by the Aeneid: 



Aeneas helps build towering buildings and reinforcements in Dido’s town, while Bluntschli 

makes administrative arrangements to prevent starvation among surviving troops. Shaw in the 

play allows its characters little traditional heroism. 

The play’s farcical or melodramatic elements continue in the second act. The two love stories 

that begin to unfold - “the highborn lady who falls in love with a man from the bottom of the 

social scale, who turns out to be a prince in disguise” and “the aristocrat who runs away with 

a servant girl who represents virtue” - are indeed romantic clichés. These stories start to take 

shape in the second act and will be resolved in the third: an inheritance in the third act will 

reveal Bluntschli to be a noble in disguise and finally worthy of Raina’s hand and Sergius 

will propose to the grounded Louka. Farcical elements are scattered throughout the second 

act: the women pretending ignorance at the anecdote about the Swiss mercenary, Major 

Petkoff welcoming Captain Bluntschli as Catherine attempts to rid herself of him, and the 

extended bit about Nicolas’ incompetence. These highly stylized comic occurrences will 

continue throughout the play, highlighting the clash between what the characters say, and 

how they really feel. 

The third act continues the farcical tone introduced in the first and second acts: Major Petkoff 

betting on the replaced coat and looking in vain for the photograph snatched from right under 

his nose, for example. Arms and the Man ends in a classical comedic fashion: all farcical 

misunderstandings are resolved and crossed lovers end up properly paired and sorted. 

Bluntschli and Raina and Sergius and Louka finish the play perfectly matched; each of the 

formerly delusional romantics is paired with a more pragmatic partner that pulls them 

towards realism. Even practical Nicola, though robbed of his fiancée, finishes the play 

properly sorted as a hotel manager. The farcical nature of the play’s humour and the 

conventional ending makes Arms and the Man one of Bernard Shaw’s most accessible and 

best loved plays. 

The play’s neat resolution comes when each character reveals and embraces their true selves. 

Raina abandons her indignant romantic posturing after being gently confronted by Bluntschli, 

who enjoys her theatrical performances but sees through them. Subsequently she embraces a 

more grounded self, rejecting Sergius for the practical Swiss Captain who is not deceived by 

her acts. Bluntschli himself reveals his hidden inner romantic, explaining his compulsion to 

see Raina again against all odds. Like Raina, Sergius rejects his high romantic notions and 

embraces an idea of love that is comfortable and practical. He asks pragmatic Louka for her 



hand in marriage. By dropping their facades and embracing their inner nature, the characters 

are able to find happiness and their true place. 

The third act elaborates on the work’s overriding theme: the clash between ignorance and 

knowledge, usually between the Swiss captain and the Bulgarian family. Captain Bluntschli 

challenges the incompetence of the two Bulgarian Majors, instructing men who outrank him 

in how to handle the logistics of troop movements. This leads to a comedic moment when 

Major Petkoff displays his severe lack of ability; having been assigned by Captain Bluntschli 

to monitor Sergius, he requests his wife to come and aid him. Captain Bluntschli also 

confronts Sergius with the details of his stay in Raina’s room, enlightening him and 

ostensibly preventing a wasteful and violent duel. 

The play’s final act undermines Sergius’ initial ideas about bravery, which correspond to 

daring battlefield manoeuvres and other theatrical gestures. When conversing with Louka, 

Sergius admits that any man of any station can exhibit crude bravery: the kind needed to 

participate in a cavalry charge and attack enemies. Louka identifies a more subtle and 

perhaps difficult kind of bravery: the kind necessary to break social mores. Such bravery 

would be needed to openly love and marry someone from a lower social class. Though 

hesitant, Sergius proves he has this more difficult bravery by acknowledging his love of 

Louka before the Petkoff family and agreeing to marry her. 

Finally, the third act reveals the discrepancy between station and power. Though the effects 

of class and gender are written all over the work, power dynamics in Arms and the Man do 

not always correspond to class and gender norms. The separation between the Petkoffs and 

their help is rather rigid, with a formal code of behavior. Yet Louka, though a servant, 

regularly challenges the upper-class Petkoffs and successfully manipulates Sergius, pushing 

him to marry her by cleverly presenting him her hand and reminding him of his promise. 

Likewise, Bluntschli, who is a captain, regularly commands the majors who outrank him. 

Women regularly wield power in the play, despite the restrictions of their position. Women 

may not be allowed to fight in battle but Catherine still accompanies her husband to the field 

to help him discipline his troops. Catherine also skilfully manipulates the bumbling Major, 

convincing him his coat has always been in the blue closet and drawing his attention away 

from the connection between Raina and Bluntschli. Louka represents a similar subversive 

power dynamic, using her wit to help push Sergius into committing to her. Even Raina, a 

more orthodox feminine figure, uses her quick thinking to hide her relationship with 



Bluntschli from her father and fiancé. In a play where knowledge is power, the women in 

general wield much more information than the men. Indeed, the person of highest station in 

the play according to contemporary class and gender norms, Major Petkoff, is also the most 

foolish and least in-control of all the characters. 

Characters in Arms and the Man. 

Raina Petkoff 

Raina is the heroine of the play. She is the daughter of Major Petkoff and the fiancée of 

Sergius. But later she marries Bluntschli. Her inner self is more complex than her outer 

appearance. She is neither too good a girl nor an evil one. But she is complex and human. 

Raina harbours some idealistic views about love and life in general which she had gathered 

from her reading of romantic novels but is sensible enough to revise her views when she 

encounters Bluntschli. She claims never to have lied in her life, but admits later to telling 

strategic lies which can make a situation easier to handle. She is therefore not a symbol of 

ideal femininity but a human being having human flaws. Through Raina’s character, Shaw 

explores the details of lived experience, complicating the broader narratives about what 

‘goodness’, ‘valour’ or ‘truth’ ought to be. 

 Captain Bluntschli 

Bluntschli may be rightly regarded as the hero of the play. He is nicknamed as ‘the chocolate 

cream soldier’ by Raina. He is rationalist and believes in reacting to situations based on facts 

and not on conventional norms of behaviour. He is a professional Swiss soldier, fighting on 

behalf of the Serbian army against the Bulgarian army. He is unemotional and is free of all 

romantic illusions. Hence he has no moral scruples to run away and take refuge in Raina’s 

room when he feels tired. He carries chocolates instead of ammunition and finds no glory in 

dying a heroic death of a soldier on the battlefield. He is more humane and through his 

character Shaw de-romanticises the warfare. He is a true Shavian hero and with his wit and 

humour, he generates the comic spirit of the play to a great extent by his grand repartee and 

instinctive common sense.  

Sergius Sanaroff 

 Sergius is a major in the Bulgarian army. He was the hero of the cavalry charge which 

brought victory to the Bulgarians, thus bringing him name and fame. However, he had won 



the battle by fighting wrongly. Apart from that Sergius is a man of “many personalities”. He 

is no constant lover, and has designs on Louka even while he maintains his engagement with 

Raina. Whereas Raina is revealed to be complex in a human and forgivable way, Sergius 

comes off as duplicitous and willing to manipulate the truth for his own purposes and at the 

expense of other people’s happiness.     

Louka 

Louka is the maid-servant of the Petkoffs. She is a handsome, proud girl and ooks so defiant 

that her servility to Raina seems almost insolent. She has no regard for the family that she 

serves and is willing to leverage what she knows in order to get what she wants. She is not all 

contended with her position as a servant and aspires to climb the social ladder by trading in 

gossip in order to gain power over the Petkoffs. Louka has no moral scruples in violating the 

norms typical for servant life and it is her aspiration toward social rank that enables her to 

manipulate Sergius successfully in marrying her.    

Nicola 

Nicola has “the soul of a servant”, as Louka points out. He is a seasoned servant and knows 

well the secret of success in service. He is a middle aged man of cool temperament but has a 

clear and keen intelligence having no illusions about his position in the Petkoff household. As 

a servant, he is both submissive and arrogant. He is extremely humble to the members of the 

Petkoff family but at the same time is keen enough to see through their pretensions. He has a 

distinct vision of the reality of the capitalist society, and is never stirred up by any heroic 

resolve. Sergius finds in him either “the finest heroism or the most crawling baseness”. But 

Bluntschli who understands him better, and has much harmony with his outlook on life calls 

him “the ablest man” he has met in Bulgaria. 

Major Petkoff 

Major Petkoff occupies a responsible post in the Bulgarian army. he is an aristocrat on whom 

fortune has thrust power and position much higher than what his intelligence and efficiency 

can properly handle. He neither has the sharpness of Bluntschli nor the impetus of Sergius in 

his soldiership. He also remains least interested either in romance or in the reality of war. 

Although he shares the characteristic snobbery of his class, yet he is polite and hospitable. 

Overall, he remains a fool both in his personal and professional life and gets easily deluded 

by others. 



 

Catherine Petkoff 

Catherine is the mother of Raina and unlike her daughter she is quite prosaic and realist. She 

has a domineering personality and tries to exert herself wherever she is present. However in 

spite of her strong personality, she lacks grace and is vain and sometimes vulgar. She boasts 

stupidly of her library and electric bell and civilized culture and blatantly exhibits her 

snobbery. But she is a shrewd wife and a prudent mother. Catherine is at heart a rustic, but 

she tries to live up to the most recent urbane standard. Consequently, there is in her a cross 

culture which makes her a lady newly introduced to the culture and class pretensions of 

Western civilization.    
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